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Executive Summary

1. Executive Summary
This report is the result of survey and analysis by the NTTDATA_CERT on quarterly
global trends from its own perspective based on cybersecurity-related information collected
in the period.

Spreads of coronavirus and phishing attacks
The number of phishing attacks is increasing with the spread of the novel coronavirus.
There are many phishing cases by a cyber attack group known as “Roaming Mantis,”
which uses unauthorized applications that spread malware by assuming a false map where
people can check the status of coronavirus spread or sending SMS messages with false
information of distributing free face masks. Coronavirus-related phishing attacks are
characterized by users who become a victim of the phishing fraud before they know it since
attackers use artful methods that can take advantage of people’s psychological state of
anxiety. However, you can prevent yourself from fraud by knowing the characteristics of the
phishing methods and devising ways for senders of alerts to send accurate information
without fail. The following are the points to be noted for information receivers to prevent
phishing fraud.

Lateral movement
In January 2020, cyber attacks to four defense-related Japanese companies took place.
One of the companies was Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, whose case is considered to
have been an advanced cyber attack as the damage reached wider areas through lateral
movement even in an environment where it was assumed that measures had been taken
for methods used frequently by attackers. For such attacks, assuming intrusions, it is
effective to take measures focusing on the end point where confidential information is
stored, which is the target of attackers. Government organizations and defense-related
companies are frequent targets for such advanced cyber attacks, and their related
organizations and clients are likewise facing the same threat. It is therefore important to
keep a lookout for attacks not only on direct targeted organizations and companies but also
on their related organizations and clients which comprise the supply chain.

Data exposing ransomware attacks
Damage from ransomware including Maze and Sodinokibi have been a big topic in the
US.
In previous cases of ransomware damage, ransom was demanded in exchange for
recovering encrypted files. There have been more data exposing ransomware attacks in
which ransom is demanded in exchange for not exposing data stolen from an organization.
Once information is stolen by data exposing ransomware, it is difficult to recover it.
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Therefore, it is recommended to assume that the stolen information has already been
breached and try to take measures for restoration.

Outlook
In the 4th quarter of 2019, damage from data exposing ransomware which is targeted at
companies occurred frequently. Data exposing ransomware attacks can cause significant
damage and it is expected that their target will spread to individuals. In particular,
coronavirus continues to be a topic of great concern worldwide and it is necessary to be
cautious about attacks which take advantage of the news. If you sense something is
suspicious, be sure to protect yourself against cyber attacks by seeking objective opinions
of third parties rather than assessing the situation based on your own assumptions.
The security level can become lower if the budget is reduced as the economy worsens
and the planned security measure is ceased or postponed, or the present security
operation is downsized. As the number of cyber attacks is increasing, it is recommended to
compile a budget to secure necessary security level and take measures.
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2. Featured Topics
2.1. Spreads of coronavirus and phishing
attacks
Since December 2019, outbreaks of the new coronavirus infectious disease have been
showing explosive spreads all over the world. The number of new cases, comments of
healthcare workers who support healthcare facilities in critical condition, economic
measures, protest movements against stagnated economic situations are reported daily,
and movements that are peculiar to an “emergency situation” have also been identified in
cyberspace.
When the world falls into a panic after the occurrence of a large-scale natural disaster
such as an earthquake, typhoon or hurricane, terrorism or pandemic caused by an
infectious disease like the present situation, malware that takes advantage of the situation
spreads and the number of targeted attacks and phishing attacks increases. This is aimed
at stealing authentication information or money by taking advantage of people’s sense of
anxiety and good will for support.

Figure 1: Changes in the number of cyber attacks related to
coronavirus [1]
Figure 1 is a graph showing an increase in the number of various attacks related to
coronavirus, which were detected by a solution released by Check Point. About 84% of the
detected attacks were phishing attacks. KnowBe4 revealed that, as a result of the phishing
drill campaign conducted between January and March 2020, the number of victims of the
phishing drill Emails which were related to coronavirus was the second largest. It is
reported that this number followed the phishing drill Emails which notified an immediate
password check. [2] The number of phishing Email attacks related to coronavirus has
increased by six times in 2020. The company commented that it is necessary to exercise
caution as the number of phishing attacks related to coronavirus will increase, taking
advantage of the psychology of people who seek for various information.
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Figure 2: Changes in the number of new domain registrations
(per week) related to coronavirus [1]
Figure 2 is a graph showing an increase in the number of new domain registrations
related to coronavirus, which was compiled by Check Point. The values in the vertical axis
show the numbers of new domains registered. This shows that, after January 2020, a total
of more than 51,000 domains have been registered. Domains registered within the last 2
weeks include malicious domains (0.4%) and suspicious domains (9%). When you search
a coronavirus-related website, around 10% of the results shown might be potential sites
with risks.
This report considers coronavirus-related phishing attacks in which users could become
a victim before they know it as the attackers use artful methods.

Spread of unauthorized applications
There are several ways for attackers to spread malware. There is an increasing number
of malware infection cases which spread when users download an unauthorized
application (which appears to be authorized) on a phishing site without noticing it.

“Unauthorized applications under Coronavirus Crisis”
As the infection from the coronavirus spreads, various applications related to “the novel
coronavirus infection map” have been distributed, where the epidemic situation of the virus
can be checked. However, some of them are unauthorized applications pretending to be an
infection map. If you start an unauthorized application, your smart phone would be locked.
Virtual currency is demanded in exchange for unlocking the phone, and malware known as
AZORult or a subvariety is installed on your PC or smart phone to steal private information.
[3] [4] AZORult is a Trojan for commercial use generally sold in underground forums in
Russia in order to obtain information. [5] It spreads through exploit kits and phishing emails,
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and it is known to steal IDs, passwords, email authentication information, cookies, browser
history and cryptocurrency, and also function as a back door. [6] AZORult was used for a
spear phishing campaign taken place in North America in July 2018. In Japan, a spread
was found in November 2018 through phishing emails which pretended to be a tsunami
alarm sent by the Japan Meteorological Agency to people in the Tohoku region. [7] Table 1
shows examples of unauthorized applications related to coronavirus infection maps.

Table 1: Examples of unauthorized applications related to
coronavirus infection maps
Name of applications
Corona-Virus-Map[.]com
[3]

Target

Summary

Windows ・ When you access the phishing site
“Corona-Virus-Map[.]com,” pretending to be a
website for information on coronavirus infections
created by Johns Hopkins University, malware
requests you to download an execution file named
“Corona-Virus-Map[.]com.exe.” [8]
・ If you download and install the execution file,
malware including AZORult is installed and AZ
ORult starts. Then, AZORult is registered as a
startup task in the task scheduler.
・ The malware displays coronavirus infection map,
while stealing information in the background from
OS or browsers and sending it to the C&C server.

Corona live 1.1 [9]

Android

・ An unauthorized application pretending to be the
coronavirus infection map which is published by
Johns Hopkins University
・ It is available on a website, not in the Google Play
Store.
・ It is notified that no special access authorization is
necessary when the application is started for the
first time. Then, access authorization to location
information and a smart phone camera is
requested in order to “enable tracking of the
coronavirus spread (false).”
・ Attackers use the access authorization obtained to
record users’ location, photos and videos without a
permission and steal personal information on the
device.
・ An application developed and distributed to
disguise itself as the spyware “SpyMax” [1].
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Coronavirus Tracker [10]

Android

・ It is available on a website with the domain C
oronavirusapp[.]site, not in the Google Play Sto
re.
・ If you access the Coronavirusapp[.]site,
you are encouraged to install an application th
at displays a coronavirus epidemic map called
“Coronavirus Tracker.”
・ If you accept the installation, ransomware called
CovidLock is installed on the user's smart phone
and all operations will be locked. To unlock the
phone, you will be asked to give some bitcoins.
・ The installation site has been closed as of today.

Figure 3: Authorized infection map (left)
and fake infection map (right) [11]
Figure 3 compares the display of the authorized website of Johns Hopkins University and
that of malware “Corona-Virus-Map[.]com.exe.” Figure 3To display the right-side infection
map, you need to access the phishing site “Corona-Virus-Map[.]com” and download and
install the execution file. This is the major difference from the authorized website. However,
because the attacker developed and distributed the application which displays a screen
identical to the authorized website using the aggregate data published on GitHub by Johns
Hopkins
University
by
creating
a
phishing
site
with
the
domain
name ”Corona-Virus-Map[.]com” which appears to be real, users do not suspect that the
application is suspicious and download and install malware pretending to be an infection
map application. After having installed the malware, users do not realize that the malware
steals their information as it displays the updated infection map using data published by
Johns Hopkins University.
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Spread of Roaming Mantis activities
“Roaming Mantis” is a phishing attack group targeting PCs and smart phones. Its
activities have been identified taking advantage of the spread of the novel coronavirus.

“Roaming Mantis under Coronavirus Crisis”
The number of SMS messages sent by Roaming Mantis which pretend to “distribute free
face masks” is increasing with the spread of coronavirus. Phishing attacks which use SMS
messages are known as “smishing“. In the same method as the smishing of absence
notification by senders who pretend to be a delivery company, which was mentioned in the
2018 report, smishing cases using the words “free face mask distribution” have been
reported [12] [13].

Figure 4: Example of an SMS message (above) pretending to

be an absence notification from a delivery company [14]
Example of an SMS message pretending to distribute free face
masks (bottom) [15]
The linked page which is led by smishing is called a landing page. The landing page of
the above URL is an unauthorized website which tries to steal authentication information of
Apple ID, etc. or a website which encourages installation of an unauthorized application.
Such coronavirus-related smishing cases started to appear in early February when various
events began to be canceled due to the outbreak of domestic infection cases. Roaming
Mantis has immediately replaced existing attacks by changing message contents to a
topical subject. It is necessary to continue to pay attention to smishing as it uses artful
contents which focus in on people's psychological state of anxiety and interests.
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Figure 5： Trends related to Roaming Mantis [16] [17] [18] [19] [20]
Figure 5 shows trends related to the attack group Roaming Mantis. Roaming Mantis has
expanded the target of attacks by immediately changing target languages and devices.
Looking at a series of events, it is considered that Roaming Mantis had first checked the
effect of attacks in a limited area, South Korea, and then expanded the target area of
attacks to successfully deceive target users.
In 2020, Roaming Mantis added two new functions. One of them is the White List
Function for phishing sites [20]. This function requests users to input their mobile phone
numbers when they access the landing page. An unauthorized application is distributed
only when the phone number exists in the attacker’s list. This hinders investigation teams
from obtaining samples. Although only South Korea is targeted at present, it is likely that
the group will expand the area of attacks while dodging investigations and try to advance
their attacking tactics.
Another function added to malware for smart phones is a function to collect device
information. The malware added a function which leads users to a matching phishing site
when it detects a specific bank application or use of a specific mobile phone carrier in
infected smart phones [21]. It is clear that Roaming Mantis is greatly motivated to obtain
money from attacks.
It is expected that the number of coronavirus-related acts for money will increase in the
future, including those which are associated with the 100,000 yen handout given from the
national government to each resident and the distribution of free face mask coupons by
local governments. For example, there can be a method of smishing and phishing attacks
which send a message saying “confirm your account with regard to the 100,000 yen
handouts” and an unauthorized URL falsifying confirmation, and try to steal account
information in the linked website. In Germany, there were a series of false applications by
attackers who pretend to be applicants using people’s private information they stole
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through a phishing site of the subsidy application website and try to receive the subsidy in a
fake account from the authorized application website [22]. In Japan’s authorized subsidy
application site, it requests to input bank account information to receive the subsidy.
Attackers create a phishing site of the subsidy application site and it may request your PIN
code as well as your account information in order to illegally transfer money from the
account through online banking. It is necessary to take caution as they use artful tactics to
attack two-factor authentication including one-time passwords used frequently in online
banking.

Conclusion (measures)
Damage from phishing attacks can be prevented by ensuring that people know
appropriate measures. In order to avoid damage from a false application which pretends to
be the “novel coronavirus infection map” and smishing by Roaming Mantis, which is
mentioned here, points to be noted from the viewpoint of senders and receivers of
information are listed below.

Points to be noted by information senders
It is necessary for information senders not to send misleading information taking into
account the increasing number of phishing attacks related to coronavirus and consider
ways to protect their information transmitting media from being used by smishing and
phishing attacks. In particular, officials of government agencies and local governments
should be able to prove the “authenticity” of the message in order to transmit accurate
information to the public without fail. First, it is better to avoid using SMS messages as
information transmission media. SMS has no function to block unauthorized senders and
anyone can send smishing messages. Therefore, it tends to be abused easily. Obtaining
an SSL server certificate is one countermeasure for phishing sites. There are three types of
SSL server certificate: “Domain Validation (DV),” “Organization Validation (OV)” and
“Extended Validation (EV),” which is decided depending on the validation level. The
“Extended Validation” SSL server certificate which requires the strictest screening of the
three validates is effective as a countermeasure for phishing attacks. It enhances the
credibility of a website as it can certify the existence of the website operator [23].

Points to be noted by information receivers
Many coronavirus-related websites, applications emails have appeared on the market.
Although there are many which do send correct information, attackers develop malicious
websites by exploiting this environment. People are spending more time at home and tend
to use the Internet longer. It is necessary to be aware of the fact that around 10% of the
websites which provide coronavirus-related information might have potential risks. Your
state of mind might be unstable as you refrain from going out or change your working style.
Be careful not to click a URL written in emails and SMS messages carelessly more than
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usual. Specifically, messages which appear to be urgent requesting you to check the
content should be a red flag, so do not click the link in the text. Table 2 summarizes the
points to be noted for information receivers to avoid phishing fraud.

Table 2: Points to be noted to prevent phishing fraud
Points to be noted
by information receivers
•

•

•

•

•

•

Reason (attacker’s intention)

Install any applications from an official
store. Do not install an application directly
from a website or a third party app store.
Limit downloads of applications (including
files) to the minimum essentials and
install them after confirming access
authority.
Do not click a URL included in emails and
SMS messages carelessly. Be especially
careful if the URL is shortened.
Specifically, messages which appear to
be urgent requesting you to check the
content should be a red flag, so do not be
click the link in the text.
It is effective to check the linked URL
before clicking it. If you are a PC user, a
URL is shown if you hover the mouse
cursor over the linked text on the browser
(hover function).
Use the updated version of OS and
applications with fixed vulnerability.

•

Do not use free Wi-Fi access points since
you cannot verify their safety.

•

•

•

•

•

Unauthorized applications which
contain malware such as
Coronavirus Tracker and Corona live
1.1 are distributed in phishing sites
and third party app stores to avoid
security screening of official app
stores.
The attacker uses messages which
include artful text and URLs to let
users connect to phishing sites.
SMS has no function to block
unauthorized senders and anyone
can send smishing messages.
Short URLs can attract users’ access
to fraudulent sites without noticing it
because they can hide the domain
name in the link.

Attackers exploit the vulnerability of
applications and OS and try to infect
devices with malware.
Attackers prepare a free Wi-Fi
access point and lead users who
access a website on PCs and smart
phones connected to the point to
phishing sites.
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2.2. Lateral movement
In recent years, many companies have been targeted for cyber attacks. In January 2020,
cyber attacks to four defense-related Japanese companies took place. Of the four,
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation (hereinafter referred to as Mitsubishi Electric) was equipped
with multi-layer protective function in the information system environment and had
implemented maintenance and operation of the emergency response system for incident
occurrence. However, caution information designated by the Ministry of Defense
(information which requires the presentation of a written pledge and thorough maintenance
at the time of lending) and 8122 personal information might have been leaked [24] [25] [26].
This incident is considered to have been caused partly by the following acts (hereinafter
referred to as lateral movement) which could increase the number of breaches in an
organization.




Expansion of breach from one point to multiple points in China
Breach from a terminal at one point to anti-virus management server of domestic
points in China
Expansion of breach from anti-virus management server to several domestic points in
China

We will consider what is a lateral movement attack and what kind of measures are
effective for it.

About lateral movement
Lateral movement is an act of expanding the scope of breach in an organization in order
to approach important assets targeted by APT (Advanced Persistent Threat) attacks.
Lateral movement uses the following methods in Table Table 3 [27].

Table 3 : Methods of lateral movement
Category

1

Exploitation of

Summary
・

vulnerability

Exploit the vulnerability of general services such as RDP,
SMB, print spooler service, etc. used by the machine in
OA environments and internal systems, and service used
by servers including MySQL, etc. and illegally access
other machines.

2

Exploitation of OS
standard
functions/exploitation
of OS vendor’s
genuine tools

・ Exploit RDP, SSH, SMB/Windows Admin Share, WinRM,
PsExec, WMI, etc. using existing accounts and illegally
access other machines
・

Register malware as a task using [schtasks] and [at] in
machines
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3

Exploitation of

・

Bypass ordinary identification and authentication by

substitutive

exploiting substitutive authentication factors such as

authentication factor

password hash and a ticket for Kerberos authentication
and illegally access other machines

4

Exploitation of
management tools

・

Exploit management and monitoring tools and illegally
access other machines

We will guess how lateral movement attacks were carried out in the Mitsubishi Electric
incident from Mitsubishi Electric’s press release, etc. We guessed based on the past cyber
attack cases for the parts which could not read from press releases. As a result, it is
assumed that this cyber attack was carried out in a flow as below Figure 6 Figure 6 [24]
[28]:

Figure 6: Flow of cyber attack to Mitsubishi Electric (image)
① Intrusion into network devices with inadequate management at Point A in China
② Intrusion into the management server by attacking the unpublished vulnerability of the
server of anti-virus software at Point A
③ Distribution of Dropper Malware to several terminals at Point A by exploiting the pattern
file update function of the management server
④ There was a vulnerability in the anti-virus software in the said terminal and the
anti-virus software started Dropper Malware which was replaced with the authorized
file. Dropper Malware executes fraudulent PowerShell and PowerShell scripts and
downloads and executes a remote control malware from the attacker’s server. This
enables remote control from an external terminal.
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⑤ Expanded breach to several domestic points in China by repeating ③ and ④.
⑥ Using method ②, the attacker intruded into the management server of anti-virus
software in Japan from the terminal in China by remote control.
⑦ Like it did in China, the attacker expanded the intrusion into terminals at multiple points
in Japan by repeating ③ and ④.
⑧ Likewise, it intruded into the server based in Japan using methods ③ and ④.
⑨ Externally transmitted confidential information on the server ⑧ via Terminal X.
⑩ The attacker received the confidential information via Terminal X.
The attacker who enters the internal network intrudes into other machines (④) by exploiting
the distribution function (③) and vulnerability of the anti-virus software after intruding into
the server (②) by abusing the vulnerability of the management server of the anti-virus
software. The attacker expands the breach area by repeating ③ and ④.
The attacker uses at least lateral movement methods 1 and 4 in Table 3 in this case. It is
considered that the attacker used these methods for the following reasons.



As Mitsubishi Electric restricted functions of PsExec, WMI and PowerShell which could
be abused for lateral movement, the attacker could not abuse them.
As Mitsubishi Electric might have monitored behaviors of functions of PsExec, WMI
and PowerShell which could be abused for lateral movement, the attacker used
methods which were difficult to be detected.

In this way, this case is considered to have been an advanced cyber attack as the breach
reached wider areas through lateral movement even in an internal system environment
where it was assumed that measures for lateral movement methods used frequently by
attackers had been taken.

Measures
What security measures should we take against such advanced attacks? There are
various measures but we will introduce measures focusing on the end point where
confidential information is stored, which is the target of attackers.

Prevention of lateral movement
Limit the movement of attackers between networks using an air gap or
micro-segmentation and prevent them from reaching confidential information using lateral
movement.
Air gap is to physically isolate a machine that stores important confidential information
from the network, etc. connected to the Internet. It reduces the risk of attackers reaching a
machine that stores confidential information and the risk of confidential information being
stolen when they have intruded, as the network is not physically connected.
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Micro-segmentation divide segments into smaller units compared to segments when
network is designed by existing octet unit and limit data transmission between segments to
a minimum volume. It can limit the area of attacker's movement when they have intruded
and reduce the risk of expanding the damage. However, these two measures might have a
significant impact on the operation and availability of information. It is recommended to
apply these measures with modulations, such as to highly confidential information only and
not all information, taking into account the confidentiality, availability and operation of
information.
For unauthorized access to highly confidential information by advanced cyber attacks, it
is better to take measures based on the following ideas.

Handle information in an air-gapped environment where possible, taking into account
the operation and availability of information.

If the above method is difficult, carry out the following micro-segmentation.

Divide segments by department unit which handles the information.

Place servers and terminals which operate/manage the department in charge of
the management of Active Directory and anti-virus software in divided segments.

Prevention of confidential information breach
Encrypting confidential information stops attackers from reading and using information
without the encrypting key even if they could access the information.
To counter stealing of confidential information by advanced cyber attacks, it is better to
take measures based on the following ideas.

Encrypt confidential information using the algorithms listed in the E-Government
Recommended Ciphers List.

Appropriately manage the key used for encrypting so that attackers cannot access
only with the identification information authentication of OS.

Attack detection and response at endpoints
If you introduce EDR (Endpoint Detection and Response) or analyze machine
information using SIEM (Security Information and Event Management), you can detect
behaviors of the attacker on client PCs and servers at an early period and post-detection
responses would be carried out smoothly.

By collecting information of a machine such as process and registry controls and
analyzing it using EDR itself or SIEM, you can detect acts of attackers at an early
stage including suspicious changes in registry (deactivation of network level
authentication (NLA) in several Windows machines) and startups of many PowerShell
processes more than usual in several Windows machines.

Even if the breached machine is in a remote area, you can immediately investigate the
breach status by displaying and analyzing the timeline of the processes using EDR or
obtaining suspicious files.
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Even if the breach spread in a wide area and through many machines, you can
immediately investigate the breach status by collecting information from several
machines at the same time using EDR or searching processes, files and registries of
several breached machines using Indicators of Compromise (IOC).
You can respond remotely without going to the actual site to isolate the network of the
breached machines and deleting suspicious files on the machines.

Conclusion
In the case of Mitsubishi Electric, defense-related companies were directly attacked.
Government organizations, organizations related to defense-related companies and their
clients can be targeted in some cases. These related organizations/companies could be
targeted for advanced cyber attacks similar to Mitsubishi Electric. It is necessary to be
careful of such supply chain attacks [29].
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3. Data Breach
During the 1st quarter to the 3rd quarter of FY 2019, Web skimming data breaches were
found continuously. The same trend was seen in the 4th quarter of FY 2019. In addition,
many breach cases caused by setting errors in cloud services were reported, where
anyone could browse information that is not supposed to be published to third parties on
the Internet.
On the other hand, 2 data breach cases caused by setting errors in cloud services
occurred in Japan. One of them was the Soft On Demand (SOD) case which became a big
topic due to the breached contents.

3.1. Information leakage of SOD Prime - an
adult video distribution service
SOD announced on March 19 that part of information of users who had a membership in
their service “SOD Prime” was able to be seen from other users. The factor which caused
the problem was the setting error set at the time of introducing CDN service for an access
concentration measure. This incident leaked personal information of a maximum of 68,898
people to third parties and some information contained their name and video viewing
history. As an apology, SOD paid 5,000 yen per person to users whose information
including name might have been viewed and offered 500 points for the website for users
who had information which might have been viewed.

3.2. Cause of leakage
In response to the spread of the novel coronavirus, on March 13, SOD started a free
distribution campaign to offer part of their charged videos in their video distribution service
“SOD Prime” without charge. After starting this campaign, access to the website greatly
increased and SOD took a response measure to mitigate access concentration using CDN.
However, there was an error in the setting when CDN was installed and when users
accessed the service part, other user's personal information was displayed, which led to
the leakage of personal information [30].
CDN is the abbreviation of Content Delivery Network and it is a system to efficiently
deliver the same contents to many users in websites and video distribution services. In a
normal website, a server which distributes contents is prepared in advance and when a
large volume of access occurs the server load increases and causes a response drop or
service stop. In order to solve this problem, CDN prepared a large volume of cache servers
to temporarily store contents, which enables stable distribution for users who can obtain
contents from the large volume of cache servers prepared.
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Settings saved in the cache server of CDN were supposed to be those related to video
contents only. However, as it required an urgent response, information including users’
personal information was saved in the cache server by mistake in this case. In addition,
there were repeated errors in the settings for CDN under this condition. When users tried to
view their own information, information of other users saved in the cache server was
displayed.
This is not the first case. Similar incidents occurred in Mercari [31] and the fan club
website of the singer songwriter “aiko” [32], where part of other users’ personal information
was displayed in the same way. Therefore, SOD could have prevented the damage if it
referred to these past incidents.

3.3. Impact of incidents
Looking at past personal data breach cases, a voucher of 500 yen was sent as an
apology to victims of breach cases that occurred in Softbank BB and Benesse Corporation
[33] [34]. In 2002, TBC experienced an incident where personal data including sensitive
information such as body size and physical problems was breached. Victims of secondary
damage brought a civil lawsuit and received a maximum of 35,000 yen consolation money
[35].
For this incident, 5,000 yen per person was paid as an apology, which is higher than the
amount paid for other personal data breach incidents, taking into account the significant
mental distress from the disclosure of information which should not have been known by
others including the viewing history of adult videos [30]. This incident revealed that
organizations which handle information that might cause mental distress when breached
need to take security measures more carefully.
Users also need to assume that such incidents might occur and make sure services they
use take robust security measures before using them.
These are not all the impacts of such incidents. Breached companies need to pay great
expenses for the investigation of incident causes, measures against re-occurrence,
decrease in sales due to service stops and suppression of the brand image. The
occurrence of such incident could lead to the rescission of security certification such as a
privacy mark, although it did not apply this time [36]. Rescission of the certificate could
have a significant impact on the business including a ban on bidding on transactions with a
security certification requirement.

3.4. Conclusion
We focused on a data breach case related to setting errors in cloud services. At present,
various cloud services are provided including CDN and it has become easy to expand
services and volume. On the other hand, damage caused by setting errors tend to expand
over a short period. In particular, when sensitive information is handled in a cloud service,
we would like the service provide to provide services in a prompt and secure manner by
referring to the best practice of the cloud service and efficiently checking setting errors.
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4. Vulnerability
This Chapter explains the vulnerability (CVE-2019-19781) which arose in a product of
Citrix. The Base value of the vulnerability published in JVN was 9.8, which is an extremely
serious vulnerability. Organizations that have introduced the product are required to apply a
patch immediately.

4.1. Vulnerability which
products of Citrix.

arose

in

several

On January 17, 2020, Citrix Systems announced that they confirmed attacks exploiting
the vulnerability (CVE-2019-19781) which exists in Citrix ADC and Citrix Gateway (both
Citrix products) which were released in December 2019. When this vulnerability was found,
it was a zero-day vulnerability, which had no patches.
Normally, Citrix ADC and Citrix Gateway are network devices which allocate user
requests to multiple servers. It has a user authentication and a single sign-on function for
security [37]. When a user requests access to a file, the device process the request after
judging whether the user who sent the request is a verified user and the user has an
access right for the file. This time, a vulnerability of directory traversal has been found in
the process of this pass. Attackers send requests by exploiting this vulnerability of the
device on the Internet and read confidential data from system configuration files without
user authentication.
On January 11, 2020, Project Zero India, a security researcher's group in India,
published a proof of concept (PoC) code on GitHub, which can successfully attack
exploiting the vulnerability [38].
SANS Institute, a security education company, reported that the number of scans (green
line in Figure 7) targeted at this vulnerability in Honeypot increased after releasing PoC on
January 11, 2020, which is shown as the wave line in Figure 7, and the number of exploit
communications (red line in Figure 7) targeted at setting a backdoor by exploiting this
vulnerability also increased after releasing PoC. As of January 11, security patches and a
fixed version of the product haven’t been provided. The release of PoC has led to the
occurrence of zero-day attacks. The fixed version was released on January 24, 13 days
after the first exploit was detected.
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Figure 7: Number of Honeypot Detects per Hour (Jan 8 - 11th) [39]

4.2. Attack cases that use vulnerability of Citrix
products
On January 20, Bretagne Télécom, a French telecommunications company reported that
it was infected by ransomware DoppelPaymer which exploited the vulnerability of Citrix. As
the Citrix product with fixed vulnerability was released on January 24, the attack to
Bretagne Télécom was a zero-day attack.
Bretagne Télécom announced that the exploit encrypted 30 terabytes of data including
data of about 30 clients and about 35 bit coins (equivalent to 350,000 dollars at that time)
were demanded as ransom. As Bretagne Télécom had back-up data, all data was
successfully recovered in 3 days, it did not have to pay the ransom money [40]. Bretagne
Télécom could fortunately recover data. Was there any way to prevent the ransomware
infection in advance? We do not know the cause of the vulnerability exploit of Citrix
products from reports related to the Bretagne Télécom incident. In general, it might be one
of the following 3 causes.

Vulnerability information of Citrix products was not
recognized
Attacks cannot be prevented at all if the vulnerability information of Citrix products and
warning of Citrix are not recognized. Measures are to always check the vulnerability
information of Citrix products which is provided by the product manufacturer, distributors
who signed a maintenance contract or a security agency. The free databases which can
investigate vulnerability information are JVN in Japan, NVD in US and CNNVD in China.
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Use of Citrix products could not be stopped
When Citrix Systems publish vulnerability in December 2019, it issued a warning of
ceasing product operation or carrying out mitigation [41]. If the company had immediately
ceased the operation of the Citrix product following Citrix’s warning, it wouldn’t have been
exploited by the ransomware. However, if the company had ceased the use of the Citrix
product, it could have had a significant impact on business operation. For this reason,
Bretagne Télécom could not go ahead with ceasing to use the Citrix product and it is
considered that the decision error led to the infection of ransomware.

Delay in implementing mitigation
If it could not stop using the Citrix product, it could have implemented temporary
mitigation of attacks by changing settings. For products which might have a significant
impact on the company's business operation, it is necessary to verify operation before
changing any settings. As it took a long time for the company to verify the operation,
attacks came earlier than the mitigation measure. If it takes a long time to implement
mitigation measures and the mitigation cannot fully prevent attacks, it could have chosen a
way to execute a remote code or detect ransomware infection early by temporarily
strengthening monitoring.

4.3. Conclusion
We explained the vulnerability of Citrix products in this report. In 2017, there was a
vulnerability exploit which spread the ransomware WannaCry throughout the world. In the
case of the WannaCry infection, there was some time before large-scale attacks occurred
from the release of vulnerability (CVE-2017-0144) in Windows Server Message Block
(SMB) in March and the provision of fixes and patches. It is assumed that it was more
difficult to deal with the vulnerability of Citrix products than that of the WannaCry case as it
was a zero-day attack.
If the cause of ransomware infection was the misjudgment of Bretagne Télécom on
system cease and setting changes, the factor was that it could not predict the exploit that
could have occurred to the company from collected vulnerability information and decide
appropriate responses. Using the vulnerability of Citrix products, the attackers could
execute arbitrary code remotely and attacks started before the fixing patches were
released. The security staff should have predicted the risk of great exploitation by attackers
who might intrude into the company’s network, and data breach and encryption by
ransomware immediately after the vulnerability was released. If this was predicted, the
company could have decided to cease Citrix product operation and set changes for
emergency maintenance.
Security personnel of an organization should regularly check the vulnerability information
of products which have a significant impact on the organization’s business operation using
the vulnerability information database listed above. If there are many types of products to
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be checked, there would be a large amount of vulnerability information. Use tools to
support the collection of vulnerability information of the products and information
distribution services. Develop and use a method to evaluate the impact of vulnerability on
business operation.
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5. Malware/Ransomware
5.1. Summary of the 4th Quarter of FY 2019
As in the 3rd quarter of 2019, many exploitation incidents such as the malware Emotet
and ransomware including Sodinokibi and Maze have been reported.
Emotet was found to spread via existing emails, but a new method of spreading the
malware from infected terminals through Wi-Fi was also detected [42]. According to a
report by Trend Micro, it is a subvariety of malware which exists since at least 2018. In
Japan, Wi-Fi environments have been improved as a national policy [43] and there will be
an increasing concern for exploitation in the future.
As for ransomware, the 3rd quarter report on information [44] said that some of the
Sodinokibi and Maze types are found to steal information. During the 4th quarter, reports
on victims who refused to pay a ransom payment and had their information exposed were
prominent Previously, ransomware was in general a method to demand ransom in
exchange for the availability of a system or organization by encrypting files on infected
terminals. However, ransomware measures including backing up are spreading and due to
the effect of promotion campaigns such as No More Ransom Project [45], it seems that
obtaining ransom only by encrypting information is becoming difficult. Therefore, the
amount of damage by data exposing ransomware attacks are likely to further increase in
the future.
From mid February, 2020, many cases targeted at spreading malware using phishing
methods have been reported, which were taking advantage of the global spread of the
novel coronavirus. It is not uncommon for attackers to develop an attacking campaign
taking advantage of public attention. However, according to an interview by Bleeping
Computer, a computer help site, some ransomware attackers issued a statement that they
“will not attack medical institutions [46].” Although it appears to be an official stance from a
humanitarian viewpoint, it is expected that the suffering of global economy from long-term
coronavirus damage is not a situation for ransomware attackers to be able to overlook.

5.2. Data exposing ransomware damage
In December 2019, Southwire (US) experienced damage from Maze ransomware. A
report says that around 120GB of files were stolen by the ransomware from 878 devices
[47]. After that, when the company refused to pay a ransom of about 6 million dollars, the
attacker exposed about 12GB of files on the website the attacker operates..
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Southwire was put in a predicament and decided to file a lawsuit. It was against an
unknown attacker of the Maze ransomware. The court ordered suppressing of the website
to the agent which was hosting the attacker's website and the agent followed the order. At
one time, it looked as if they successfully stopped the data breach. However, the attacker
showed an uncompromising attitude. The attacker disclosed 14GB of additional files and
repeatedly threatened the company saying “if you do not pay ransom, we will publish more
files.”
Southwire’s response was only a cat-and-mouse game with the attacker and it did not
solve the problem. On the contrary, it may have egged on the ransomware attacker even
more. Of course, this seems like a good opinion after the event and we cannot criticize
Southwire’s response so easily. Once you are infected by data exposing ransomware, it is
difficult to find a solution to the root cause. Even if the company had paid the ransom, there
is no guarantee of the information being revealed. When you recognize an infection by data
exposing ransomware, you should assume that data has already been breached. It is
recommended that you try to take post-incident measures such as checking the scope of
damage and immediately contacting related authorities and victims. Of course it is best to
prevent infections. It is important to take inventory and evaluate the company's data assets
regularly to prepare for prompt judgment in an emergency.

Table 4: Cases of data exposure by ransomware attackers
Date

Victim

Summary

Infection with the ransomware “Maze”. After
refusing payment of ransom, some of the
2019/12

Southwire

stolen data was published. Then the
company filed a lawsuit against the
ransomware attacker.
Infection with the ransomware “Maze”. There
was a report that only a small portion of the

2019/12

Pensacola City, US

data was actually stolen. With the aim of
countering that report, some of the stolen
data was published.
Infection with the ransomware “Sodinokibi”.

2020/1

Artech Information Systems

337MB data out of stolen internal data was
published on a Russian hackers’ forum.
Infection with the ransomware “Maze”. After

2020/1

MDLab

refusing payment of ransom, 9.5GB of stolen
data was published.
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Infection with the
ransomware ”DoppelPaymer”. Payment of
2020/2

BretagneTélécom

ransom was refused as it recovered data
from backup files. After that, data of
employees and digital certificates were
exposed.
Infection with the
ransomware ”DoppelPaymer”. After refusing

2020/3

Visser Precision

payment of ransom, part of data related to
defense and space development was
published.

5.3. Conclusion
In Japan, the malware Emtoet went on a rampage. Damage from ransomware including
Maze and Sodinokibi has been a big topic in the US. Previously, ransomware was targeted
at local governments and medical institutions, and demanding ransom in exchange for
recovering encrypted files was a major tactic. In the 4th quarter of 2019, however, there
have been more data exposing ransomware attacks that were targeted at private
companies, in which ransom is demanded in exchange for not exposing data stolen from
an organization. Once information is stolen by data exposing ransomware, it is difficult to
recover it. Therefore, it is recommended to assume that the stolen information has already
been breached and try to take measures for restoration. Amid the spread of the new
coronavirus, urgent economic measures and financial support systems for nation's citizens
are rapidly being developed worldwide. There are quite a few attackers utilizing malware
using new tactics by taking advantage of this panic. In Japan, JPCERT/CC and the Japan
Cybercrime Control Center (JC3) are calling for attention as needed. Collect information on
the latest cyber attacks and malware from these institutions and stay alert.
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6. Outlook
Ransomware targeting individuals
In the 4th quarter of 2019, damage from data exposing ransomware which is targeted at
private companies occurred frequently. As ransoms are refused to be paid in an increasing
number of cases that use existing ransomware which encrypts files, data exposing
ransomware can be main cause of damage in the future. It is expected that the scope of
target will expand to individuals. It is common for individuals to own their own PCs and
smart phones and devices owned by individuals are filled with personal data. In many
cases, data which can cause social damage when it is exposed is saved. There may be
ideal chances for attackers of data exposing ransomware if they target politicians and
celebrities in particular.

Stay alert to attacks taking advantage of coronavirus
This document introduced coronavirus-related phishing attacks. According to a report of
Proofpoint, more than 99% of cyber attacks require human involvement. Attackers take
advantage of people’s feelings of anxiety to carry out attacks and this situation increases
the risk of successful cyber attacks. Coronavirus-related news are drawing the highest
attention globally, and it is necessary to stay alert to phishing attacks. The Ministry of
Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan has advocated a “New Lifestyle” and “thorough
behavior modification [48]” and society is now on the verge of a significant change. It is
likely that the chances of receiving phishing attacks will increase as communications
depend on emails and SNS more than ever amid the coronavirus pandemic. If you sense
something is suspicious, be sure to protect yourself against phishing attacks by seeking
objective opinions of third parties rather than assessing the situation based on your own
assumptions.

Increase in the number of supply chain attacks due to
coronavirus
Decline in performance is a concern for many businesses affected by coronavirus. If
business results decline, the budget for security will be reduced in the same way as other
different budget reductions. The security level which an organization requires can become
lower if the budget is reduced and the planned security measure is ceased or postponed,
or the present security operation is downsized. On the other hand, attackers would
strengthen attacks by taking advantage of this situation and increase the number of such
coronavirus-related attacks that were introduced in this report [49] [50].
Taking the above situation into account, it is assumed that there will be more cyber
attacks and damage. In particular, there is a risk of increased supply chain attacks which
are targeted at points where advanced measures against cyber attacks haven’t been taken.
It is a harsh situation but attackers doesn’t wait. It is recommended to compile a budget to
secure the necessary security level and take measures.
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7. Timeline
December January

△▲: Vulnerability
□■: Incident

△□◇〇: Japan
▲■◆●: Global/Overseas

*Some dates on this timeline are dates of article publication
rather than dates of when the incident occurred.

February

◇◆: Threat
〇●: Measure

March

[A] Exploited vulnerabilities
▲ IE CVE-2019-19781

Citrix ADC

◆ Observe attack
● US CISA: Release of vulnerability inspection tool
◆ Observe attack by exploit “NOTROBIN”
● US CISA: Reminder
● Correction patch release

▲ CVE-2020-0674

Internet Explorer

● US-CERT： Reminder
〇 JPCERT/CC： Reminder
◇ Observe attack
● Correction patch release
▲ Voatz
CVE-2020-8989
▲ FireFox
CVE-2019-17026
▲ iMessage
CVE-2019-8641

▲ Google Chrome
CVE-2020-6418
▲ Android MediaTek-su
CVE-2020-0069

▲ Windows CryptoAPI
CVE-2020-0601

▲ Zoho ManageEngine
Desktop Central
CVE-2020-10189

▲ CacheOut
CVE-2020-0549
▲ FortiSIEM SSH public key
CVE-2019-17659

▲ Microsoft SMBv3
CVE-2020-0796
Trend Micro Apex One ▲
Virus buster corporate edition
CVE-2020-8467
CVE-2020-8468

▲ GDPR Cookie Consent
▲ InfiniteWP Client
CVE-2020-8772

▲ ThemeGrill Demo Importer
● Correction patch release
◆ Observe attack
▲ ThemeREX
CVE-2020-10257
◆ Observe attack

WordPress Plugin

● Correction patch release

▲ CVE-2020-0688
◆ Observe attack
● NSA： Reminder

Microsoft Exchange Server
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△□◇〇: Japan
▲■◆●: Global/Overseas

*Some dates on this timeline are dates of article publication
rather than dates of when the incident occurred.

December January

△▲: Vulnerability
□■: Incident

February

◇◆: Threat
〇●: Measure

March

[B] Data breach
Misconfiguration

Secret sharing app “Whisper”
User information

■ Microsoft
Internal information of 250 million
cases

Antheus Tecnologia
76,000 points of fingerprint data

■ US residents Personal
information
200 million

■ Conor (South America)
890 GB of user data

■

■

■ Straffic
49 million email addresses

■ Amazon
Internal
information

■ UK Virgin Media
Customer information of
900,000 people

■ Amazon, eBay, etc.
Customer information of 8
million people in total

■ Stalkerware “KidsGuard” Personal
information

■ Personal information of US prison
officers and prisoners
■ NextMotion
Health information

■ Soft on Demand
Customer information

■ Photo sharing app “PhotoSquared”
Personal information of 100,000 people

Amazon S3

■ Medical reports of 1 million Nationals of India

■ Poloniex
Customer
information

■ Personal information of 1.26 million Nationals of Denmark
■ Website “CheckPeople.com”
Personal information of 56.25 million US
residents

■ Government of Isreal
Information of 6.5 million electors

■ Server, IoT device, router, etc.
Telnet qualification information of more than
510,000 people

□ Hirosaki City
Personal information of 2,747
staff members

Internal improprieties

□ Dirtfreak
3,000 cases

■ Focus Camera

□ Kochi Prefecture
Personal data leakage through HDD
reselling
■ Avast Software
Selling of users’ data browsing history via
subsidy Jumpshot
● Termination of subsidy Jumpshot business

Credit card information

Unauthorized access

□ Pethug Inc.
4,000 cases
■ Rutter’s

□ LASH DOLL JAPAN

■ Wawa
Data of 30 million
people

□ JR East “Ekinet App”
Personal information of 3,729 people

■ Alomere Health
Personal information of 49,000
people

□ Communication app for nursery “Nana Poke”
Personal information of 6,693 people
■ South African bank “Nedbank”
Personal information of 1.7 million
people

■ US local governments and
financial institutions
Account information
□ Anabuki Medical Care
Customer information of 2,710
people
□ Almex Inc.
Personal information

■ MGM Resorts
Personal information of 10.6
million people

■ LimeLeads (USA)
Personal information of 49 million
people

□ Gendai Guitar
Personal information of 19,000
people

■ T-mobile
Customer information

■ United Nations
400GB of SharePoint server data
□ LINE

□ Tokyo Kikaku Hanbai
Email addresses of 9,000 customers

4,000 user accounts
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December January

△▲: Vulnerability
□■: Incident

△□◇〇: Japan
▲■◆●: Global/Overseas

*Some dates on this timeline are dates of article publication
rather than dates of when the incident occurred.

February

◇◆: Threat
〇●: Measure

March

[C] Ransomware
Sodinokibi

◆ Pulse Secure
VPN's vulnerability is exploited

● US CICA: Alert for vulnerability of VPN by Pulse Secure
■ Albany International Airport

▲ Citrix
CVE-2019-19781

■ BretagneTélécom
148 devices containing customer data of 30
companies

◆ New variety Ragnarok

■ Visser Precision

DoppelPaymer
■ Bird Construction (Canada)
◆ New variety PXJ

■ 14GB of files stolen from
Southwire was exposed.

Maze

■ ISS World
■ Natural gas compressor facility
(USA)

● PwndLocker
Decryption method
exposed

New variety CoronaVirus ◆
◆ New variety DeathRansom

● RiskSense: Ransomware dashboard released

◆ New variety SNAKE
◆ New variety EKANS

■ TVEyes

◆ New variety Ako

■ Medical facility (USA)
Jordan Health Center

■ Toll (Australia)

◆ New variety Clop

◆ New variety 5ss5c

■ Racine, Wisconsin
■ Credit Union National Association (USA)

■ INA Group

■ Tillamook County, Oregon

■ Electronic Warfare Associates
Durham, North Carolina ■

Ryuk

[D] Malware
◆ New variety ConfigAPKs
◆ Faketoken subvariety

◆ Cerberus subvariety

New variety Cookiethief ◆

◆ Observe attack by exploit
“NOTROBIN”

Android
■ Landry’s (USA)
◆ Predator the Thief
New version

◆ New variety KBOT

◆ New variety
POWERBAND

■ Bahrain Petroleum
Company
■ Attack using ShadowPad subvariety
◆ Ursnif subvariety
SAIGON

◆ CamuBot
subvariety
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「MonitorMinor」

Timeline

△□◇〇: Japan
▲■◆●: Global/Overseas

*Some dates on this timeline are dates of article publication
rather than dates of when the incident occurred.

December January

February

△▲: Vulnerability
□■: Incident

◇◆: Threat
〇●: Measure

March

[D] Malware
Emotet
◆ Subvarieties spread
via nearby WiFi

◆ Checking attacks targeted at United
Nations Norwegian government

□ Kanden Amenix
448 email addresses

◆ Mobile Bank spoofed
〇 JPCERT: Release of Emotet check
tool “Emocheck”

□ Life Inc.
◇ Pretending to be an official
of Chiba Prefecture

□ Kawamoto Pump
Mfg.

● US CISA: Reminder
◇ Attacks related to the novel
coronavirus found

New variety BlackWater ◆

◆ New variety CARROTBALL
◆ New variety ObliqueRAT

〇 JPCERT: alert for LODEINFO
◆ Attack campaign by
“NetWire”

◇ National Institute of Infectious
Diseases spoofed

◇ Nikkozan Rinnoji Temple
spoofed
◆ Attack campaign by Ursnif pretending to be
Spamhaus

◆ Microsoft spoofed

◇ SoftBank spoofed

◆ Attack campaign by “NetWire”

◆ Pretending to be American ExpressChase Bank

◇ Rakuten Card spoofed

◇ Saison Net Answer spoofed

◆Email account

◆ Microsoft Sway used

◆ PayPal spoofed
◆ Attack campaign
attaching an ISO file
including RAT

◇ Several financial
institutions spoofed

◇ Lawyers and law offices spoofed

□ Complex cultural facility
Bunka no Rutsubo
Hechima

Pretending to be HIV
inspection results ◆

◆ WHO spoofed

◆ Email account expiry
spoofed

Pokemon Go spoofed ◆

◆ Attack targeted at taxrelated operations
found

◇ Fukuchiyama City Hospital
spoofed
□ Chiba University

■ Southern Water (UK)

◆ US government officials
targeted

SMS

◇ Sumitomo Mitsui Card spoofed

〇 IPA: fake SMS alerts impersonating a
delivery company
◇ SoftBank spoofed

[E] Email
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*Some dates on this timeline are dates of article publication
rather than dates of when the incident occurred.

December January

△□◇〇: Japan
▲■◆●: Global/Overseas

△▲: Vulnerability
□■: Incident

February

◇◆: Threat
〇●: Measure

March

[F] Unauthorized access
□ Okayama University teachers
Email account

● OWASP： API security risk top 10 was published

■University of Basilicata, Napoli, Rome (Italy)

■ Network of US local governments
Attack cases that use vulnerability of SharePoint
server

■ Official Olympics Twitter

□ Saitama Prefecture Sewage
Systems Agency

■ Slickwraps

□ Toyota Finance

■ Unauthorized payment
via Paypal

□ NEC announced past
unauthorized access damage

□ The Nihon Shoken
Shimbun Digital Edition

□ Local bank in Fukuoka
Total of 12 million yen illegal
money transfer

■ US Federal Storage Library Program

□ Keiyo D2

■ Requesting donation for
bushfires in Australia

Falsification of website

[G] Other cyberattacks
◇ Order of products spoofing NTT
Communications

● NATO and CERT.LV cyber exercise
Crossed Swords held
■ PC Lock software “Lock My PC” exploit
■ Puerto Rico government
Phishing fraud damage: 2.6 million dollars
Food delivery company Takeawa Germany Branch ■
DDoS attacks

Falsified site

◆ Art Festival “Burning Man”
Ticket sales site

◆ Fictional US government
agency spoofed

Portal site “Rambler” (Russia) ◆

◆ Fraud site using Microsoft Edge
WOOFLocker
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